WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!

Join us at the workshop to:
- Meet the project team and learn about the project
- Share your thoughts on priorities and concerns the project team should consider
- Discuss the vision for Harbour Reach Drive Extension and potential design options

The workshop will include a project overview and presentation from 6-6:30 P.M. followed by an open house from 6:30-8 P.M. The City’s goal is for the final design of the roadway to reflect community priorities and feedback. Following the workshop, the project team will use feedback from the community to shape the vision for the design.

Can’t come but want to participate?
Visit our website to learn more about the project. Materials will be available on the project website after each community workshop.

W: mukilteo.wa.gov and search “harbour reach”
E: HRCP@mukilteo.wa.gov
P: 425-263-8170